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What is it for?
 Problem:
 Bioinformatics programs produce an overwhelming
amount of data
 Difficult to understand anything from the raw data
 Data coming from various sources are much more
informative when viewed together simultaneously

 Solution:
 All of the information is put in one place
 Visual and interactive tool simplifies the extraction of
useful information

What does it look like?

Navigate the genome

Select data tracks

They appear in the
display as they’re
selected

What are ‘tracks’?

 Each track represents a set of data. Viewing these datasets side-by-side allows researchers
to draw conclusions from multiple sources of information.
 SOAPdenovo reference sequence – One of the genome assemblies from Burns et al. 2015. All other
information is related to this sequence. This is displayed by default. Try zooming in all the way until
you can see the base pairs
 AUGUSTUS Ab initio – Output from gene prediction software AUGUSTUS

 CDS Homologs – Aligned zebrafish coding sequences from ENSEMBL
 FHM ESTs – Aligned fathead minnow (FHM) expressed sequence tags – short sections of known FHM
transcript sequence
 RNAseq Mapping – Transcriptome sequences aligned to the assembly using HISAT2

 Gene prediction track – AUGUSTUS ab initio
 A good starting point when no other data exists
 Tells if a particular region appears to code for a gene or
not

 Alignment tracks – All others
 Alignments based on sequence similarity between a
particular known sequence and the genome assembly
 Higher similarity -> better evidence
 Longer stretches of similar sequence -> better evidence

Weight of Evidence

What does that really mean?
RNAseq
Mapping

FHM ESTs

CDS
Homologues
AUGUSTUS
Ab initio

Why don’t I see anything?
What are scaffolds?
 If you’ve selected all of the data tracks, but cannot
see any data…

If the puzzle below represents the
entire genome assembly, then each
circled portion represents a scaffold.

 Try zooming out to see the entire scaffold
 There may be no data at all for that particular scaffold.
In that case, you may need to navigate to a different
scaffold.

Scaffold with
no data

Scaffold with
some data

The pieces of the genome aren’t all
connected yet; we don’t quite know
how they fully fit together. Still, the
scaffolds contain useful information.

How can I navigate the genome?

 Basic navigation is fairly intuitive
 Navigation buttons, or click and drag

 Navigating between scaffolds is mostly done in the text box / search bar
 Drop down menu only shows 30 of 73,057 total scaffolds – not very useful!
 Current location displayed in the text box as follows:
Scaffold:Start..End (range basepairs).
 Can change the view location from the text box – examples:
Jump to scaffold – enter “JNCD01031972.1”
Jump to particular region – enter “JNCD01031972.1:2400..20550”
 where “JNCD01031972.1” is the name of a scaffold (decimal can be confusing),
2400 basepairs is the start coordinate, and 20,550 basepairs is the end coordinate

Try it out

 Select data tracks ‘AUGUSTUS ab initio’, ‘CDS Homologs’, and ‘FHM ESTs’
 Use the buttons to scroll and zoom – get familiar with basic navigation
Try zooming in all the way until you can see the base pairs of the reference sequence.
 Use the text box / search bar to jump to a new scaffold or region
Jump to scaffold example – ‘JNCD01002056.1’
Jump to region example – ‘JNCD01031972.1:2400..20550’
 Ask questions!

Navigating the genome (cont’d)
Searching for genes
 Most of the time, you’ll know what you want, but simply won’t know where it is.

 To help with this, some parts of the data tracks have been made searchable.

Navigating the genome (cont’d)
Searching for genes
 Typing in a search term and clicking “Go” will navigate you to
the region(s) that have matching information
 Currently, the ‘CDS Homologs’ track is searchable
 Official gene symbol
e.g. hsd17b1, slc5a5
 ENSEMBL accession
e.g. ENSDART00000114699.3

 Caveat: the data tracks provide clues, but not definitive answers.
 Use all of the information available to make decisions
 perform sanity checks (e.g. blastx) to confirm gene identities
 Partial alignments of genes are also fairly common; check coverage

Clue #1
Downstream of
proteins bound,
Buried treasure’s
often found

My gene isn’t in the list.
Is there something wrong?
 Not Necessarily. This could mean one of three things:
 Try searching with an alternative identifier (e.g. ENSEMBL accession).
 The alignment of that gene was partially successful, but fell below the
similarity/coverage threshold to be included in the dataset.
 Often, several partial alignments are generated for the same query.
Distinguishing between partial alignments can be very difficult. Therefore, these
weren’t included in the searchable terms. However, these partial alignments can
still be quite useful, and this data can be obtained directly from the annotation
files.
 The alignment of that gene failed, because nothing resembling it exists in the
genome assembly.
 Proceed to weep. Your research questions can never be simple, can they?
Realistically – this type of problem will require laboratory work to solve.

Ease of Solution

 The gene is listed under a different name.

Try it out

 Search for genes
Gene searchable by gene symbol – ‘hsd17b1’
Gene not searchable by gene symbol – ‘ing2’ a.k.a. ‘ENSDART00000160066.1’
 Ask questions!

How can I extract information?
The most likely places you’ll find useful information:

Right-click
menu

 Right-click menus
 View Details – Default information dialogue. Useful stats and info
 View Feature Sequence – Helpful tool for viewing and
manipulating sequences
 Can contain links to external databases (NCBI, CTDbase, etc.)

 Track menus
 Save Track Data
 Use on FHM SOAPdenovo track to extract genomic sequence
from any region

Track menu

Extracting Information:
View Feature Sequence
 In the right-click menu of a ‘CDS Homologs’ or ‘AUGUSTUS ab
initio’ feature, click ‘View Feature Sequence’
 This opens up a window with the genomic sequence
underlying that feature
 Interactive view of the annotated regions
 Highlight
 Change case
 Hide/show

 Upstream and downstream sequence (5’ – 3’ sense strand)
are just as easily viewed and manipulated
 Highlights can be preserved when pasting into Microsoft Word,
but this only seems to work if you’re using Mozilla Firefox

Try it out
 Take a look – highlight the exons
 Extra credit: try re-highlighting to change the color
 Extra credit: try copying into Microsoft Word

 Get the spliced sequence – hide the introns
 Extra credit: try translating the result into protein
 Extra credit: try running the result in a BLASTX search

 Get sequence for input into IDT’s RealTime PCR primer tool –
show the introns and change them to lowercase
 Extra credit: Enter into IDT’s tool and make sure it works
 Extra credit: Add 500 basepairs upstream sequence to the view
and change this upstream sequence to lowercase

 Ask questions!

Extracting Information:
View Details
 Click on any feature, or select ‘View Details’ from any
feature’s right-click menu
 This will open the default ‘View Details’ window
 Contains useful information from the data track
 ‘Primary Data’ and ‘Attributes’ sections
 Alignment scores, percent similarity, etc

 Data sources

 ‘Region Sequence’ sections
 Genomic sequence – another way to extract this

 This information is given for the main feature (e.g. the
gene) as well as for each subfeature (e.g. exon)

Scroll

Extracting Information:
Save Track Data
 Hover the mouse over the track
labels. This reveals an arrow.
 Click on the arrow to see a dropdown menu for the track.
 Click ‘Save Track Data’

 On FHM SOAPdenovo track
 Extract FASTA - most common use
 Can get sequence from anywhere,
regardless of features

 On other tracks
 Extract annotation files (e.g. GFF, BED)
 Useful for transferring annotation data
to other bioinformatics tools

Try it out

 Open the ‘View Details’ window for a feature on each
track (AUGUSTUS ab initio, CDS homologs, FHM ESTs)
 See what types of primary data and attributes are available
for each track. There’s a lot here – ask questions!

 Use the ‘Save Track Data’ feature to get genomic
sequence for a region without any features
 The entire scaffold ‘JNCD01000001.1’ has no features

 Ask questions!

Summary

 The genome browser brings many sources of data into one
place in a visual, interactive tool

 We’ve covered the basics of navigating the genome and
what that means
 We’ve covered different ways to extract information using
the genome browser
 Any remaining questions?

